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Veronica decides to Die Hailey and kidnapping has always done exactly what's expected of her. She has the right friends, dates the right boy, gets good grades, and follows the rules. But one night, Hailey risks everything by breaking very big rule in a very unexpected company in crime. Hailey gets caught, but her accomplice does not, and Hailey takes the fall for both of them. In the process, she loses her best friend, her boyfriend, her family, her dreams, and, most importantly, her hope. But, she manage to keep her spirit alive.

The Witch’s Coin In the ninth century B.C., the Phoenician princess Jezebel orders the execution of all the prophets who refuse to worship the pagan god Baal. Commanded by an angel of God to flee Israel, she escapes to Phoenicia, where she becomes a mysterious woman named Athena. This enthralling novel incorporates themes that fans of Paulo Coelho will recognize and treasure—it is a tale of love, passion, mystery, and spirituality from the master storyteller.

An Irish Country Doctor This is the story of Brida, a young Irish girl, and her quest for knowledge. She has long been interested in various aspects of magic but is searching for something more. Her search will take her on a journey of unexpected adventure and profound discovery that helps her come to truly know each other.

A Little Altars Everywhere The latest novel from the #1 internationally best-selling author of The Alchemist. There is nothing wrong with anxiety. Although we cannot control God's time, it is part of the human condition to want to receive the thing we are waiting for as quickly as possible. Or to drive away whatever is causing our fear. . . . Anxiety was born in the very same moment as mankind. And since we will never be able to master it, we will have to learn to live with it—just as we have learned to live with storms. * * * July 14, 1099. Jerusalem awaits the invasion of the crusaders who have surrounded the city's gates. But when May, a very different kind of girl—the lone survivor of a recent shipwreck—suddenly and mysteriously arrives on the island, an unsettling mirror is about to be held up to the life the girls have never before questioned. Sky and unsettling, Gordon Dahlies’ timeless and evocative storytelling blurs the lines between contemporary and sci-fi with a story that is sure to linger in readers’ minds long after the final page is turned.

The Alchemist The story that will transform the way the reader thinks about love, passion, joy, and sacrifice. When his father dies, Santiago is told by the old man to follow his dreams. Santiago’s journey teaches us about the essential wisdom of listening to our hearts, of recognizing opportunity and learning to read the omens strewn along life’s path, and, most importantly, to follow our dreams.

INDEPENDENT WOMAN When Mata Hari arrived in Paris she was penniless. Within months she was the most celebrated woman in the city. As a dancer, she shocked and delighted audiences; as a courtesan, her life was a revel of temptation by the internationally bestselling author whose novels have sold more than 50 million copies worldwide. The Devil and Miss Prym is a thought-provoking parallel of a community devoted by greed, cowardice, and fear—as it struggles with the choice between good and evil.

Witch of Portobello Barry Laverty, a recent medical school graduate, jumps at the chance to join a rural practice in Ballybucklebo, Northern Ireland, until he meets his boss Dr. O’Reilly, a difficult older physician. Hughes, an art teacher and new next-door neighbor, and by the return of her prodigal sister, Sydney, who has arrived with her five-year-old daughter, Bay. A first novel. 75,000 first printing.
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with his own way of doing things.

The Spy How we find the courage to always be true to ourselves—even if we are unsure of who we are? That is the central question of international bestselling author Paulo Coelho’s profound new work, The Witch of Portobello. It is the story of a mysterious woman named Athena, told by the many who knew her well—or hardly at all. Like The Alchemist, The Witch of Portobello is the kind of story that will transform the way readers think about love, passion, joy, and sacrifice.

The Devil and Miss Prym [‘Coelho’s] special talent seems to be his ability to speak to everyone at once. The kind of spirituality he espouses is to all comers. . . . His readers often say that they see their own lives in his own books.”—New Yorker From the bestselling author of The Alchemist, Paulo Coelho, comes an absorbing new novel that holds a mirror up to our culture’s obsession with fame, glamour, and celebrity.

The Warding of Witch World A classic masterwork of spiritual tension and realization from Paulo Coelho, this powerful story of one man’s battle with self-doubt and fear is now available in a beautiful new package from HarperOne. An essential volume alongside Coelho’s other bestselling and influential books, such as The Alchemist, The Pilgrimage, Brida, and The Winner Stands Alone, the searing and unforgettable narrative in The Valkyries asks the questions most central to all literature—and all of humanity’s quest for understanding. Why is it that we destroy the things we love most? And how can we learn to let go of the past and believe in the future?

The Silver Witch This collection of selected quotes from Paulo Coelho’s impressive body of work is a must-have item for fans of this celebrated and internationally bestselling author. A beautiful book with four-colour artwork by the renowned Norwegian artist Anne Kristin Hageaasen, it contains inspirational quotes from such beloved Coelho titles as Eleven Minutes, The Valkyries, The Devil And Miss Prym, The Zahir, and the mega bestseller The Alchemist. Whether read in one sitting or savoured gradually, this is a visually stunning and enlightening look into Coelho’s extraordinary perspective on life—one that has won over millions of readers worldwide and made Coelho one of the top-selling authors in the world.

Fifth Mountain An inspirational selection of quotations on love from the world of one of the world’s most celebrated authors.A beautiful and thought-provoking collection of quotes on the eternal subject of love, selected from the works of one of the world’s most widely read and respected authors. With beautiful full-colour artwork throughout, Love contains inspirational quotes from such beloved Coelho titles as Eleven Minutes, The Valkyries, The Zahir and, of course, the international bestseller The Alchemist. Known as an alchemist of words, Paulo Coelho has an extraordinary and insightful perspective on life, and his words have inspired and won over millions of readers worldwide. Visually stunning and enlightening, this is a must-have book for Coelho fans to treasure.

Adultery

Garden Spells Moving in with the grandmother she never knew after the death of her mother, 17-year-old Emily witnesses bizarre supernatural activities in her new North Carolina community while befriending its remarkable residents. By the author of The Sugar Queen. Reprint.

The Different Girl How do we find the courage to always be true to ourselves—even if we are unsure of who we are? That is the central question of international bestselling author Paulo Coelho’s profound new work, The Witch of Portobello. It is the story of a mysterious woman named Athena, told by the many who knew her well—or hardly at all. Like The Alchemist, The Witch of Portobello is the kind of story that will transform the way readers think about love, passion, joy, and sacrifice.

Witch Hat Atelier 7 Twenty-four-year-old Veronika seems to have everything—youth and beauty, boyfriends and a loving family, a fulfilling job. But something is missing in her life. So, one cold November morning, she takes a handful of sleeping pills expecting never to wake up. But she does—as at a mental hospital where she is told that she has only days to live. Inspired by events in Coelho’s own life, Veronika Decides to Die questions the meaning of madness and celebrates individuals who do not fit into patterns society considers to be normal. Bold and illuminating, it is a dazzling portrait of a young woman at the crossroads of despair and liberation, and a poetic, exuberant appreciation of each day as a renewed opportunity.

Jane Vows Vengeance Moving to a secluded Welsh cottage a year after her husband’s sudden death, a ceramic artist begins manifesting powers similar to those of a legendary Celtic witch who issued a prophecy about ancient magic and a heartbreaking disaster.

Brida It is a desperate time in Witch World. The Magestone, the key to the pandimensional gates, has been lost and now all the gates are open. In the classic series’ grand finale, an infinite flood of evil is about to wash across the world as Simon Tregarth returns to lead the planet’s heroes in the final war against the forces of darkness.

Aleph Offers a seven-step guide to discovering the true self, committing to life, and pushing beyond limits.

THE ALCHEMIST This quirky novel— a bestseller in India— chronicles an Indian student’s year at an American university. Gopal’s hilarious misadventures with the American language, his flabbyandoatlandy, the ubiquitous hamburger, and, of most all, American women form the basis for this wonderfully truthful story. Faced with the relentless sexuality of his fellow college students, the quintessentially decent Gopal reacts with a mixture of disbelief, sly amusement, and hormonal overload. Throughout his battles with racism, his own insecurity, and his family’s warning that he will be severely judged should he dabble in America’s temptations, Gopal retains a dignity and surprising shrewdness, rejecting the worst of what American offers even as he recognizes the best. Following reluctantly behind the outrageous leadership of his American friend Randy, the naive but observant Gopal reacts with a will that far transcends his linguistic limitations.

Eleven Minutes Along with quick-fix money spells, this timely book explores the consciousness of prosperity and how to transform poverty into abundance through magick, meditation, affirmations, and astrological timing. The Witch’s Coin offers a materia magicka of the most powerful correspondences in wealth spellwork, including gods, stones, metals, herbs, and coins. Unlike most money magick books, it builds upon a foundation of real-world financial principles. Penczak also discusses offering magical services professionally, including how and when to charge for readings and healings. Praise: “The first book of financial tips and advice that I have ever enjoyed reading. I highly recommend this book.”—Justia Illica, author of The Element Encyclopedia of 5000 Spells and Pure Magic: “A refreshing examination of the connection between money, magic, and the attitude people put toward both.”—Taylor Ellwood, editor of Manifesting Prosperity: A Wealth Magic Anthology

Witch Of Portobello The Traveling to Europe with her friends to marry Walter, author-turned-vampire Jane Austen is astonished when a husband from her past objects during the ceremony and reveals his own dabble in America’s temptations, Gopal retains a dignity and surprising shrewdness, rejecting the worst of what American offers even as he recognizes the best. Following reluctantly behind the outrageous leadership of his American friend Randy, the naive but observant Gopal reacts with a will that far transcends his linguistic limitations.

How do we find the courage to always be true to ourselves—even if we are unsure of who we are? That is the central question of international bestselling author Paulo Coelho’s profound new work, The Witch of Portobello. It is the story of a mysterious woman named Athena, told by the many who knew her well—or hardly at all. Like The Alchemist, The Witch of Portobello is the kind of story that will transform the way readers think about love, passion, joy, and sacrifice.

Fifth Mountain An inspirational selection of quotations on love from the world of one of the world’s most celebrated authors.A beautiful and thought-provoking collection of quotes on the eternal subject of love, selected from the works of one of the world’s most widely read and respected authors. With beautiful full-colour artwork throughout, Love contains inspirational quotes from such beloved Coelho titles as Eleven Minutes, The Valkyries, The Zahir and, of course, the international bestseller The Alchemist. Known as an alchemist of words, Paulo Coelho has an extraordinary and insightful perspective on life, and his words have inspired and won over millions of readers worldwide. Visually stunning and enlightening, this is a must-have book for Coelho fans to treasure.
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